Treating supratentorial intracerebral haemorrhage: hopeless? Or rethink our strategy
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Intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH) is the deadliest (40%) among all strokes.1 There are about 2 million ICHs annually worldwide, but effective treatment is still lacking. An ICH volume of <30 cm³ may have a 30-day mortality of 19%.2 Clinical research on treating ICH has been focusing on blood pressure control, haemostatic therapy, surgical evacuation of the clot and effective drainage of intraventricular blood. The principles behind these therapies include stopping the haemorrhage, preventing haematoma expansion, reducing the clot burden, reducing intracranial pressure and preventing obstructive hydrocephalus. However, the outcome of these trials has not been ideal. Only tight blood pressure control and posterior fossa haematoma evacuation have been incorporated into the standard clinical practice.

Recently, Stroke and Vascular Neurology published two articles online on the aspect of using haemostatic therapy for ICH. The Tranexamic acid for acute intracerebral hemorrhage growth based on imaging assessment (TRAIGE) trial studied the effect of tranexamic acid on reducing the risk of haematoma expansion in patients with ICH with either the black hole, blend or spot sign on noncontrast CT or CT angiography.3 These three radiological findings in patients with ICH are indicative of higher risk of haematoma expansion. After randomising 171 patients to tranexamic acid or placebo within 8 hours of onset, the intent to treat analysis did not show a benefit of reducing the growth of ICH, but a trend of lowering the risk of mortality (8.1% vs 10.0%, p=0.71). The meta-analysis of four randomised large trials studying recombinant factor VIIa or tranexamic acid in ICH showed the benefit of reducing haematoma size with haemostatic therapy in those with a black hole sign on CT (p=0.03). However, no improvement of functional outcome or reduction of mortality was seen.4

Surgically, in Efficacy and safety of minimally invasive surgery with thrombolysis in intracerebral haemorrhage evacuation (MISTIE III), minimal invasive evaluation of haematoma plus infusion of tissue plasminogen via a catheter showed good function outcome in 58% of patients who had their haematoma reduced to a volume of <15 mL. In this subgroup, there was a 10.5% difference in the likelihood of achieving a good functional outcome favouring surgical treatment (p=0.03).5 Two Surgical Trial in Lobar Intracerebral Haemorrhage I and II trials randomised 1541 patients with ICH to early surgery or conservative treatment showed a nonsignificant benefit of surgery if patients with ICH had a Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score of 9–12 and the volumes of ICH were large.6 In CLEAR III trial (thrombolytic removal of intraventricular haemorrhage in treatment of severe stroke), the treatment group had a lower case fatality (46 (18%) vs saline 73 (29%), HR 0·60 (95% CI 0·41 to 0·86), p=0.006), but a greater proportion with modified Rankin scale (mRS) 5 (42 (17%) vs 21 (9%); RR 1·99 (95% CI 1·22 to 3·26), p=0.007) at 180 days.7

It appeared that both haemostatic and surgical therapies showed trend of benefit in either mortality or functional outcome in subgroups of patients with ICH but not in all outcome measures. Pathophysiologically, the damage of the brain from an ICH begins with a space occupying bleeding ‘ball’, followed by damages to the core of haemorrhage and surrounding brain tissue from blood components (eg, brain iron overload),8 brain oedema, oxidative stress and inflammatory responses. The novel iron chelator deferoxamine mesylate was tested in phase 2 trial in patients with ICH within 24 hours of onset. Although no significant difference in efficacy, secondary analysis showed that deferoxamine group had more mRS of 0–2 at 180 days, 45% versus 36% (absolute risk reduction of 8.6% at a 90% upper confidence bound), and if
given within 12 hours of onset, a trend of reduced peri-hematomatous oedema was also seen. 9

Most ICH-related treatment trials have been using the traditional ordinal mRS to evaluate the outcome. However, dichotomised mRS scores may not always detect the treatment benefit when functional outcome is designated as independent (mRS, 0–2) and dependent or dead (mRS, 3–6). Recently utility-weighted mRS may be a better choice since it incorporates the quality of life in outcome analysis and measures both the treatment effect and patient’s perception of functional status. 10 It captures what survivors consider as important. Furthermore, trials evaluating medical treatment of ICH mostly assess the outcome at 90 days, which may be too short to detect any improvement. As in surgical trials, evaluating the outcome at 180 or 365 days would potentially show trends of treatment benefit. 11 12

Therefore, treating ICH is not hopeless. Benefits seen from the above mentioned subgroup analysis are opportunities for large trials. Meanwhile, in clinical practice, strategies of treating ICH could be planned based on the time of onset, size and location of haematoma or presence of intraventricular expansion, patient’s age, GCS score, spot or blend sign or amyloid changes on CT or MRI. If a haematoma is <15 cm³ in size, one of the haemostatic therapies could be initiated within 2 hours of onset plus aggressive control of blood pressure. If the size of a haematoma is >15 cm³, haemostatic therapy plus aggressive control of blood pressure plus surgical evacuation plus iron chelation could be considered in <12 hours of onset. Thrombolytics can be added to facilitate the removal of blood if intracerebral haemorrhage is present. Approaching ICH with only one type of intervention may be a thing of the past. Now is the time to design trials that will test the combination of medical therapy and surgical interventions together to treat an ICH.
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